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THDRITICAL PAACHUTIE IMMIwIA•AIONS

Progress Report No 16

INT1MDUCTION

This is the sixteenth quart erly report coverir4 the tim from

1 December 1960 to 28 Februar 1961 on the study prcirae on bau18c informAtion

of Aerodyniue Retardation, which was initiated on 15 February 1957.

JII The objectivein the first year of this program were specified

in Wright Air Development Contract No AF 33(616)-3955 as follows:

Project No 1, "Investigation of wake effectson the behavior

of parachutes and other retardation devices

behind large bodies at msbsonic and supersonic

speeds."

Project No 2, "Reduction of test results from drop and wind

tunnel tests with extended skirt parachutes of

various sizes, and establishment of design

data for this type of parachute to obtain the

best performance characteristics."

Project No 3, "Establishment of reliable test methods for

mamwing the pressure distribution on the

inner and outer surface of porous textile

pArachute canopies."

Project No 4, "Investigation of basic stability parameters

of conventional parachutes."
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Project No 5, "Study of possible methods to decrease the

opening time of parachutes without increase of

opening shock."

Work on the five specific objectives listed above continued

through the second year of the program under an extension of the contract

named AIAve. In ad,.-ition, two new objectives were introduced as followsl

Project No 6, "Detezminition of the min'num sized parachute

for Atabilization of general aerial delivery

cargo."

Project No 7, "Theoretical study of supersonic parachute

phenomena."

The approach to the solutions of the various problems con-

cerning thase seven objectives was outlined in the Proposed Technical

Program submitted on 26 November 1957.

L3. Work on four of the above seven objectives (Projects No 2, No 3,

No 5, and No 6) has been completed, and final technical reports either have

beon or are teing prepared. Work on the remaining three objectives

(Projects No 1, No 4. and No 7) is continuing under Wright Air Development

Center Contract No '*F 33(616)-6372. In addition, this contract presents

three new objectives as follows:

Project No 8, "Theoretical analysis of the dynamics of the

open ing parachute."

Project No 9, "Statistical analysis of extraction time,

deployment time, opening time, and drag
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coefficient for aerial delivery parachutes and

system. "

Project No 10, "Study of basic principles of now pirachutes

and retardation devices."

The approach to the solutions of the various problems concerned

with these three new objectives and that to the solutions of new prob-

1.e. concerned with the three old objectives which are being continued

(Projects No 1, No 4, and No 7) are outlined in the Proposed Technical Pro-

gram aubtitted on 16 February 1959. Additional proposals, which further

outline the course of investigation, were sutmitted on 22 April 1959,

21 May 1959, 26 Februiry 1960, and 22 April 1960.

IAA As in preceding reporting periods, work during this reporting

period has been pursued in accordance with the technical program and

is described in the following sections of this report. The continuation

of efforts on each project during the next reporting period is outlined

within the report for that specific project.
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Project No I

Snvestigationa of Wake Effects on tbe Behviob r of Parachute.

Oer het-Ardation Devices Behind L-re Bodies at Subsonic

and Supersonic Speeds

2.1 Subsonic Wind Tunnel Studie a

SThe velocity and pressure distribution in the wake behind a body

of revolution has Leen reported in hef 1, in which an experimental parameter

Swas introduced. This parameter A was extracted from wind tunnel measure-

ments of the pressure distribution in the wake of an ogive cylinder at dis-

tances downstream of X/D ranging from 2 to 12. This body had a drag coeffi-

cient, CD - 0.35. These experiments indicated a strong dependence of )
upon the location measured from the rear end of the wake producing body. It

was assumed at that time that $ will also vary with the drag coefficient

of the primary body. Satisfactory agreement between theoretical prediction

and experimental resu3ts for this bod was obtained for X/D • 6 by using an

average value of A.

9- Reference 2 presented values for A. which were extracted from simi-

lar measurements in the wake of a flat disk with CD - 1.11 at distances down-

stream from X/D - 2 to X/D - 20. It was found that for týia body differed

considerably from the one described in Ref 1, which confirmed the above

assumption.

2.. In order to determine a relationship between A and CD, a new series

of wind tunnel experiments was made using several bodies of revolution with
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a wide rafts of drag coefficients, from CD = 0.194 to CD - 1.405. Figure 1-1

pr•test these models, and gives their respective drag coefficients. During

this reporting period, the data from these wind tunnel tests was reduced to

graphica• torn.

&I .L Results

2AL4 I Figures 1-2 through 1-11 present the pressure distributions in the

makes behind the above described bodies of revolution. This pressure dis-

tribution in presented as a pressure coefficient, Cp, defined as:

¢p = -P ,(1.1)

where ?a make total pressure

p - make static pressure

q free stream dynamic pressure.

The dimensionless parameter, 2r/D, is the distance norml to the body center-

line divided by the body radius.

2 Certain qualitative conclusions about the behavior of wakes behind

bodies of revolution can readily be drawn from observation of Figs 1-2 through

1-11. At any given control section downstream from the rear of the bodies*

the dimensionless width of the wake of bodies of low CD is much less than the

corresponding width fbr bodies of high CD, It is also observed that at a given

control section located some distance downstream, the pressure coefficient,

Cp, on the centerline is noticeably reduced for the bodies of low C over the

corresponding Cp for bodies of high CD. These two wke effects apparently

are the result of the much greater turbulent mixing behind bodies of high CD
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than behind bodies of lew CD, vhich causes greater spreading of the %e and

a much faster approach to free stream 4namic pressure on the centerline

behind the bodies of high CD.

2.1 Proposed Work

Work during the next reporting period will te devoted to completion

of predicting the dependence of A (bef 1) on distance downstream from a

body and on the dr4 coefficient. tn attempt will then be made to determine

generalized reldtionships for velocity and pressure distribution in the tur-

bulent wake in subsonic flow, with the drag coefficient and the shape of the

primary bo-dy as p•rameters. This will include correlating the experimental

wakes presented in this report with the theoretical wakes predicted in Ref 1,

and drawing conclusions as to the validity of the theory and its limits of

application.

L.2 Transonic and Supersonic Wind Tunnel Studies

2.2. As stated in Progress Report No 15, all testing concerning the

tr.&nsonic and supersonic phases of this project has been completed and pre-

sent efforts are being devoted toward the completion of final technical

reports. The completed studies have been divided under four headings, as

follows:

1) Pressure and velocity distribution in the wake

2) Single body drag

3) Drag of secondary body in wake of primary body

4) System drag of combination of secwzidary and primary bodies.

A technical report is being written under each of these headings.

-6-



2 .-2, During this reporting period, a draft of the report for the first

objectivej pressure and velocity distribution in the wake, was completed.

The final draft of this report will be submitted to the Procuring Agenc

shortly. Also, initial drafts of the reports for the second and third objec-

tives, single body drag, and drag of second body in wake of primary body,

have been nearly completed and final drafts of these tw reports will pro-

bably be ready for submittal during the following reporting periods.

SWork during the next reporting period will be devoted toward the

Completion of the drafts of these reports and the preparation of a draft of

the. report under the fburth objective, system drag of combination of secondary

and privAry bodies*.



REZFL CES

I) heinrich, h. G., and Riabokin, T.: Analytical and Experimental

ConsiderAtions of the Velocity Distributions in the Wake of a Body

Re, WADC Technical Report, Contract No AF 33(616)-6372,

December, 1959.

2) kubbert, P.E. : Investimation of the Velocity Distribution in the Wake

of an Axially Symmetric Body. Master's Thesis submitted to the Graduate

School of the University of Minnesota, JulJy, 1960.
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Project No 4

Investi at4on of Basic Stabilitm Parameters of Convyntional

Introduction

1 The objective of this study is to determine the characteristic

aerodynamic coefficients of fourteen conventional parachute types, using

cloth porosity and angle of attack as parameters. The aerodynamic coeffi-

cients are 1) tangent or axial force coefficient, CTq, 2) normal or side force

coefficient, CN, and 3) pitching moment coefficient, CM.

SThe work performed on this project has been divided into three

parts: 1) wind tunnel investigation of parachute models, 2) theoretical

stability investigations under dynamic conditions, and 3) effective

porosity studies.

Wind Tunnel Investigation of Parachute Models

The draft of the final technical report entitled "Stability and

Drag of Parachutes with Varying Effective Porosity," is currently being

revised, and will soon be submitted to the contracting agenq for review.

La3 Theoretical Investigation of the Dynamic Stability of Parachutes

3. Introduction

3.3.1.1 In Progress Report No 1, Appendix D, the differential equations

of the laterally disturbed motion of the parachute under certain simplifying

-20-



apmptions were derived in the follovd. r form:

- .- +

V

a6(4.2)

V

The arrangewnt of the coordinate aystem, sign convention, and definition

of symbols are given in Progress Report No 14, Sec 3.3.1.

3.3.1..a To solve the aysteui of differential equations (4.1) and (4.2), it

was supposed that

CO( = e(4.3)

where A and B are arbitrary constant, t = vt/r, and X , which may be real

or complex, can be determined from the equation

-21-



( .+cMN -, CO('+"%Y

4 bh aC",, +, . -o . s( \-b64 . =or a LJA)sL7 Lr]

This equation is the frequency equation of the system of equations (4.1) and

(4.2). Some of the terms are evaluated from the experimental results of the

wind tunnel tests conducted under the first part of this project, using the

trdnsformitions outlined in Progress Report No 12, See 3.3.3.10.

3... In Progress Report No 12, the method described above was used to

investigate the dynamic stability of a 5 ft Ribless Guide Surface parachute

with nominal cloth porosities of 30 and 120 ft 3 /ft 2 -min. During the follow-

ing reporting period, errors were found in the method, and in Progress Report

No 14 the corrected results for the Ribless Guide Surface parachute were

presented, together with results of a similar investigation of a Circular

Flat parachute with nominal porosity of 120 ft3/ft 2 -min and a Ribbon para-

chute with a geometric porosity of 20% and a prototype nominal diameter of

50 inches.

3 The investigations of the above parachutes were conducted about a

0
position of 0 angle of attack. However, looking at Fig 4-25, Progress

-22-



mw~ft Me s !shom here as Fg 4-1,0 wsee that the moment eoefficlent vorsu

angle of Attaek -oure for the Circular Flat parachute indicates two positions

of oqUibrIu, samely OP and 20° angle of attack. Further iwestipation

shows that the equilibrivm at 00 angle of attack Is unstable; i.e., the

Amoto are such that a slight diaplacement is followed by an increasing

dimplaeemmnt (in the vind tunnel investigation of characteristic aerodynamic

coefficients, a positive CI( at positive angles of attack produced a moment

restoring the parachute to 00 angle of attack, and a poititve Cp1 at negative

angles of attack caused a further increase In angle of attack. See Fig 4-10,

Progress Report No 14). At approximately 200 angle of attack, the parachute

is in stable equilibrium, i.e., the moments are such that the parachute

returns to 200 if slightly displaced.

3..1.5 It is evident that a owe meaningful investigation of dynamic

stability should be made for the parachute about 20o angle of attack. There-

fore, the investigation of the Circular Flat parachute was made at both 00

&nd 20o angle of attack, using some different assumptions than those made in

the original investigation. From Fig 4-11, Progress Report No 14, we see

a non-linear variation of CL with angle of attack O(. In the original

investigation, the analysis was limited to 00 ( 0C. 50 where "L and

were assumed to be linear.

1 In the present Analysis, it was assumed that . and

have one value in the range 00 O o<c 100 and a different value in the

range 100 ok < 27.50. Then, from Fig 4-1, where we take tangents to the

curve at ± 200 and asme an equal but opposite slope through the origin, and

-23-



from Piss 4-11 and 4-12, Progress Report No 14, we have for 00 o( < 10°

C) _02-76C _ 1.63 (4.5)

and for 10 CK O 27.5o

-- - --- 0,2.76 =.- 1.16. (4.6)

These values include corrections for differences in sign convention between

theoretical and experiental data.

SDynamic Stability about 00 Angle of Attack

3.32. The rmaining terms in equation (4.4) above are enumerated in

Progress Report No 14, See 3.3.3. Substituting these terms and those from

equations (4.5) into equation (4.4) we find, for the interval 0° oCk 100

E07L.Z )9 - ?.aa4.BQ A' - 101.73 A - 1.016 = 0. (4•.la)

The roots of equation (4.1a) are found to be

0. 2861
= - 0.1677 (4-7)

A =-- 0.00 7 j

Substituting the above values of A into the equatioM(4.3) above yields

the equations

o< -- Al e°'= + Ale"'*• + Asd"097"

(4.8)

S= B~e= = + BLeo"'6 Tt1• B -.eoo,'.t-

-24-
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Sol"l for the arbitrar constants, A1 and Bi (i - 1, 2, 3) using the

1tial conditions (at t = O0l c - Oc - 300 - 0.0001454 rad,, 1- @6 " O,

Wo - Woe- 0) and equation (4.15), Progress Report No 14, and substituting

these constants into the equation. (4.8), we have (forT - vt/r - 48.0 t)

k= 0.0000564 e~a't + 0.oooosee de * -CkO0oooogae44"
(4.9)

= -0.0000016- d"- gt +-4 t - o.oooo0.0 ,,364

iA.A..a Using the equations(4.9) to describe the motion of the parachute

In terns of the vertical and horisontal coordinates (X and Y) and the posi-

tior f.e., + w ), Nhere (see Progress Report No 12, Sec 3.3.6.5)

X = LT. ((4.10)

we find for v. - 105 ft/sec:

x- lost (4. 1 oa)

Y - -O.O0o0ooet5 t0-.ooooo066 +

+0.007.5 6"""-- 0.00749 (4.11a)

(ok 9) 0.00oooo•4"r e",t +o.ooo0o -C•-
-0.00000354T e 0 '"t. (4.12)
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3.2.3 The equations (4.9), (4.10&), (4.11a) and (4.12) are valid for
a

00 4 o . 10 by the original assumptions. The values of o. and Y as a

function of t are tabulated in Table 4-1 for 0 4 t i 1.0 sec. We see that

&' W 10o after 0.58 sec, and would continue to increase without bound as t

increases if the assumptions remained valid.

SDynamic Stability About 200 Angle of Attack

1.-3-11 Again substituting the terms enumerated in Progress Report No 14,

Sec 3.3.3, and now using those terms from equation (4.6) in equation (4.4)

gives us, for the interval 1004MO< 27.50

ZOTI .9 +734.49 A9 + Z.16.Z A + 1.9855 = 0. (4•.b)

The roots of equation (4.1b) are

A, = - O.,OOz

- - (o.r'r4. - o.a •w L) (4.13)
A,•--(0.1774 + z26 4.) .L J

3-3-2 Substituting into the equations (4.5). we have

CC = A, AL lf(+A. •1-" o.-,•sL)t + A- E(oxru4 ,O.L.64L)t

(4.14)
@ = eN of '0 0 + 1 (O-1744 s-0,26M +)t + & 1774 , o.O 8.L . '

Solving for the arbitrary constants Ai and Bi (i - 1s 2, 3) using the initial

conditions (at t - 0 0 ( -06 - 7.5° - 0.1309 rad, @ - % - 0* W, - &O

- 0) and equation (4.15), Progress Report No 14, ve have (fort - vot/r -

48.0 t)

-26-



A -o0.00015o s • , i•t..16leE t 5N(IZ."t+54.])

-a - 0oo435  ^44tt 0 .0 0 486 S "E s 5 sN (,- .1 t L 6 i)1.t (0.15)

It should be toted u thi. case that 0(a - 7.50 represnts a displacement

of 7,5@ fm the equilibrium position of 200 angle of attack.

JAIJA Describing the motion of the parachute in terms of the vertical

and horixontal coordinates (X and Y) and the position angle (oC + w e

find

X -10t (4. lOb)

Y -. 1Z03 • t +.O.O,, 5 LeIsr t SIN(IZ.6.t-7:33?) --. O.8 (4. 1 1b)

(CK +%) -- -- O00406e'" + O. 1"4 i.s=st 1N(ILA.b4t+ 34.-•), (4.16)

3 Equations (4.15), (4.16) ard (4.11b) are tabulated in Table 4-2

for 0 i t < 100 see. Figure 4-2 presents 04 and (cw + ý ) versus t for

0 < t < 1.2 sec. Figure 4-3 graphically presents the motion of the para-

chute during descent (note that the scale in the Y direction is considerably

larger than that in the X direction). Figures 4-2 and 4-3 may be copared

with Figs 4-1 through 4-7 of Progress Report No 15, which present the same

information for the Ribbon parachute with 20% geomtrical porosity and the

Ribless Guide Surface parachutes with nominal porosities of 30 and 120

-27-



ft3/ftt -ain. Again, it should be noted that in Fig 4-20 cK and are cal.

culated about the 20P angle of attack position.

& Conclusions

The results of this investigation of the Circular Flat parachute

show that:

A) The condition for weathercock stabilitty given as

bC =R 4  +C.- < (4.17)

is not satisfied for the Circular Flat parachute about 0o

angle of attack, but is satisfied about 200 angle of attack.

B) The conditions for dynamic stability, expressed in Routh's

criteria as

0,> ,ý b>OC..Ok d>O AN bcI.>d, (4..8)

where a, b, c and d represent the coefficients of the

frequency equation (4.4), are not satisfied for O0 angle

of attack, but are satisfied for 200 angle of attack.

331 Proposed Work

The dynamic stability of several parachutes with point loads have

been presented. Work will now begin to determine the dynamic stability of

three parachutes with store. These Parachutes are:

1) Circular Flat, nominal porosity - 120 ft3/ft 2 -min

2) Ribless Guide Surfaces nominal porosity - 120 ft3/ft 2 -min

3) Ribbon, geometrical porosity m 20%.

-28-



If fetive Porosity atujies

The porosity studies now completed have yielded a wi~de range of

imtwutionan the porosity of parachute clothe fo sub-critical pressure

ratios and altitudes above 35j000 ft. It is nov desired to measmre porosity

at sea level density and at pressure differentials greater than the critical

differential pressure for the complete range of air densities.

&a• It Is felt that the evaluation of the porosity at pressure ratios

above the critical ratio will be of great value in the study of parachute

phenomena at supersonic speeds. If the relationship between these high

pressure ratios and porosity is klemn, it my help eslain the erratic

behavior of parachutes at high speeds.

SNew Testin Facility

3.,L.3, During the 3aUt reporting period, the construction of a facility

to determine effective porosity of parachute cloths at sea level density

and greater than critical pressure ratios, and to determine effective

porosity of ribbon and grid configurations has been completed, and a test-

ing program is being initiated.

J..aL& Figure 4-4 presents a schemtic layout of the new facility, and

Figs 4-5 and 4-6 are photos of the entire apparatus and the test section,

respectively. High pressure air storage is provided tq tw 130 ft3 tanks

joined to give a total storage capacity of 260 ft 3 o at a pressure of 125 psig.

The high pressure air is prbvided by a two stage Gardner Denver compressor.

-29-



Air from the high pressure supply tanks is carried to the test section

through a 3 inch diameter pipe, and exhausts from the test section to

the atmosphere. The transition section, shown in detailed layout in Fig 4-7,

brings the flow from the round pipe to the square test section. Test

specimens are held in a metal holder which attaches to the end of the tran-

sition section, and the clear plexiglass test section, sa-own in Fig 4-89

fits around the cloth holder and extends downstream (See Fig 4-9).

A 'he mes flow through the test section is determined by a sharp-

edged orifice flow meter located just upstream of the transition section

(Fig 4-9). A constant pressure ratio is maintained across the test speci-

men by means of a pneumatically controlled throttling valve which is

activated tW the pressure reguliting qstem shown schematically in

Fig 4-10.

3 Pressure ratios across the flow meter and the test specimen,

and pressures necessary to determine densities upstream of the flow meter

and test section are recorded through the use of electronic pressure trans-

ducers and a Century 809 Recording Light Eeam Oscillograph.

1 Proposed Work

3. The testing program which has been initiated to determine

effective porosities of parachute cloths and ribbon and grid configura-

tions at sea level density and at greater than critical pressure ratios

will be continued.

3..L The effort to find some ^orrelation between the effective
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porosity of the wire screens which were tested previous3y and the geomtric

properties of the screens will be continued. It is hoped that this will

lead to the characteristic dimensions of the screens, and eventually of

cloths, so that a meaningful relationship between effective porosity and

Reynolds number can be found.
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Project No 6

D.O •ltemi~n~tion o the Mimum Siz4 edarachute for Stabilt~ati'n

oC Ceneral aerial Delivery Carap

The draft of the final technical report of this project has been

completed, and Is currently being reviewed.
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Project No 7

Theoretical Study of Supersonic Parachute Phenomena

5.d Introduction

5. It is knomthat conventional parachutes of all types perform more

or les satisfactorily in subsonic flow, bat become unstable and unsatisfac-

tory retardation devices in supersonic flow. In an attempt to explain this

phenomenon, rigid parachute models were studied in supersonic flow and high

speed Schlieren photographs were taken. These zkotographs revealed a highly

unstable shock pattern ahead of the canopy. Similar tests of flexible models

showed irregular oscillation, structural instability, and eventual destruction

of the canopy.

. The analysis of the conventional parachute in supersonic flow, and

the subsequent development and testing of a supersonic retardation device

proceed in the following phases:

1) Pressure distribution studies on conventional canopy in

supersonic flow

2) Water analogy studies in conventional water tow

3) Water analogy studies in water itable with stationary models

4) Wind tunnel stability studies of supersonic parachutes

5) Drag studies of supersonic parachutes.

These phases will be reported in respective order in the following sections

of this report.
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LI Pressure Distribution Studies in Supersonic Wind Tunnel

jA as a first stop in the analysis of conventional parachutes, the

pressure distribution on both the inside and outside surfaces of a conven-

tional ribbon pdrdchute model suspended in the walke of an ogive cylinder fore-

body was studied. Model geometry, test arrangement, and pressure distribution

for Mach numbers of 0.8, 1.2, and 4.5 were presented in Progress Report ho 12.

Pressure distributions for Mach 3.0 were given in Progress Report ho 15.

SDuring tI~is reporting period, tests were made to determine the

influence of the ogive-cylinder forebody on the internal and external pressure

distributions on the canopy at Mach numbers of 1.08 and 3.0. These tests

were made with and without suspension lines, in order to determine their

effect on pressure distribution. Previously, the transonic tests were made

at Mach 1.2; however, in the wind tunnel now being used, the highest attain-

able Mach number with the model mounted in the test section was Mach 1.08.

Therefore, the transonic studies were continued at this Mach number.

5ý2.3 The parachute models and testing procedure were the same as in pre-

vious studies. As before, two secondary parachute models were used, one to

meisure internal and the other to measure external pressures. The suspension

lines for these tests were secured at the confluence point by a set of guy

wires fastened to the tunnel walls (see Fig 7-1). The pressures were measured

on a multiple manometer and photographed during each test. Three tests were

conducted for each configuration at both Mach numbers.

2 L Results
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ja&" The pressure masurements from three internal and three external

pressure distribution tests wre averaged in each case. These measurements

were then reduced to coefficient form with the pressure coefficient, Cp,

defined as

where PL - local pressure on the surface of the model

PS - free stream static pressure

q - free stream dynamic pressure.

5.2 Figures 7-2 and 7-3 present the pressure coefficient distribution

of the parachute model in free stream with and without suspension lines,

respectively, At transonic Mach numbers. For comparison, Fig 7-4 presents

these two sets of curves together with the pressure distribaution of the model

with suspension lines behind an ogive-cylinder forebody (previously presented

as Fig 7-11, Progress Report No 12). Similarly, Figs 7-5 through 7-7 present

the same sequence of pressure coefficient distributions at Mach 3.0. It is

seen that the forebody has only a small influence on either the internal or

external pressure coefficient at Mach 1.08 and 3.0. The suspension lines do

have noticeable influence on the magnitude of the internal pressure coeffi-

cient, especially At Mach 3.0. This increase in internal pressure coeffi-

cient is due to the large pressure recovery across the well defined shock

ahead of the canopy without suspension lines (see Sec 5.2.4.3). The suspen-

sion lines do not noticeably influence the external pressure coefficient at

either Mach number.
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, Figures 7-8 and 7-9 are double exposure shadowgraphs of the flow

pattern At Mach 3.0 about a parachute model in free stream with and without

suspension lines, respectively. It is seen that apparently the suspension

lines cause a highly irregular shock pattemahead of the canopy. In tests

without suspension lines, a stable detached shock wave pattern is formed.

however, this contradicts previous experience, and efforts are now being made

to explain this contradiction, as outlined in Sec 5.2.5.1 below.

R Proposed Work

S The pressure distribution studies as specified in the present con-

tract have been completed. however, during the next reporting period, addi-

tional wind tunnel tests of several canopies with varying porosities and

different methods of mounting will be made to determine the factors which

influence the character of the shock wave ahead of the canopy without suspen-

sion lines. These tests will be conducted at Each numbers of 2.0 And 3.0.

5.2.5.2 During the next reporting period, work will begin on the writing

of a final report for this phase of the project.

5.3 Water Tow Studies

3 As a second phase of the investigation, a series of two-dimensional

water analogy studies have been made to visualize flow patterns within the

canopy. These studies were applied first to the analysis of the instability

of conventional parachutes, reported in Progress Report No 12, and later to

stability studies of various configurations of the so-called spiked parachute,

reported in the Supplement to Progress Report No 13.
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SDuring this reporting period, a series of tests was performed at

Mach 2.0 with the spiked parachute behind an ogive-cylinder forebody with a

caliber of 2.5. Tests were run at L/D ratios of 4.5 and 8. The ratio of

the parachute model maximum diameter to the forebody diameter was 2.

5%30 Results

Figures 7-10 and 7-11 show the flow pattern about the spiked para-

chute behind the forebody (see Progress Report No 15, Fig 7-5, for identifi-

cation of parameters). For comparison, Fig 7-12 shows the flow pattern about

the =odel in free stream at Mach 2.0. It is seen that the flow patterns are

somewhat less defined for the parachute in the wake of the forebody but simi-

lar in nature. The stability seems to be unaffected.

3 Proposed Work

Water analogy experiments will be continued in close coordination

with supersonic wind tunnel tests of the spiked parachute. Making use of

existing property analogies (derived in Progress Report No i), attempts will

be made to determine pressure distribution and relative drag of retardation

devices in the water tow tank.

5.i• Stationary Model Water Analogy Studies

1JL1! The advantages of complementing the conventional water tow experi-

ments with studies in a moving water chaiinel were enumerated in Progress

Report No 15. Desirable features for the projected facillty were indicated

and the detail design was begun.

SDuring this reportiiig period, the design of the rain component
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parts of the new water channel, including the structural framework and the

water ducting and reservoir, was completed. Bids for the construction of

these parts were received from local machine shops, but acceptance of a bid

was delayed because of the termination of the present contract. Upon authori-

zation in the new contract, a bid will be accepted.

. A Description of the New Water Channel

5 Figure 7-13 is a general assembly drawirg of the proposed facility,

and shows the main features and dimensions. The main components will be

described in the following paragraphs of this report.

5 Main Channel and Supporting Structure

The rectangular channel is approxirately 20 ft long, 52 inches

wide, and 5 inches deep. The channel floor consists of one piece of high

grade, inirror finish plate glass 15 ft long and J inch thick. The glass

rests on plexiglass support pads mounted on adjustable swivel screws used

for fine adjustment in levelling the surface of the glass.

The vertical side walls of the channel are made of 6 x 3 1/2 x

3/8 inch right angle structural steel attached to the top chord of the

supporting structure. The channel is supported by two parallel steel

trusses 2J ft deep; its top chords consist of 4 x 2J inch steel channel

sections running the entire length of the structure. The lower chord is

made 4 ft shorter at the downstream end of the channel to pro ide space for

the pump and motor drive. At 2J ft intervals, there are cross ties joining

the two top and the two bottom chords. The swivel screws and plastic pads
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which support the glass floor of the channel are screwed at intervals into

the tiec between the top c1ords. Ties at the lower panel joints support the

water supply pipe and ducting. Horizontal diagonal bracing members were

avoided in order to have large, unobstructed panels directly beneath the

glass floor for photgraphic purposes.

Lk&LI Channel Tilting Mechanism

A uniform slope of the channel is necessary to secure uniform

flow velocity. This slope must be adjustable in order to attain the water

flow velocity representing a certain Mabh number. Variation of the longi-

tudinal slope of the chamiel is provided by means of the tilting mechanism

illustrated in Fig 7-13. At the downstream end of the lower chord, the

truss,. are mounted on hinge pins. Near the upstream end of the channel, a

1 inch diameter bar is welded transversely to the bottom of the upper chord

members. This bar will be carried by two hydraulic rams, one on each side.

The hydraulic rams are connected to a hand operated hydraulic pump by means

of flexible pressure tubdng and shut-off valves. The hydraulic rams have a

graduated travel; they can be operated in unison or independently to obtain

the desired longitudinal slope and transverse levelling of the channel.

5 Iater Supply System

The water supply and storage Watem consists of a steel tank 1Oi

x 3 x 24 ft with a capacity of 500 gallons, placed on the floor at the down-

stream end of the channel so that its length in perpendicular to the channel's

longitudinal axis. The pumping equipment consists of a 7I hp Westinghouse

constant speed, three phase induction motor driving a Worthington Centrifugal

pump rated at 250 gallons per minute and a total head of 45 ft.
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The motor and pump are mounted on a bed plate set transversely

under the downstream cantilever portion of the truss as shown in Fig 7-13.

The discharge side of the pump feeds into a short flanged diffusing section

which increases the diameter from 4 to 6 inches. The water flows through a

6 inch Walworth gate valve to regulate the flow, and then to a rubber expan-

sion joint which takes up the displacement resulting from tilting of the

table and prevents the vibrations of the pump from being transferred to the

trusses. The water then flows through a sequence of diffusers and 90 degree

bends until it reaches the nozzle approach section which has a constant cross

section of 4 x 52 inches. The nozzle approach section is provided with a

large removable framed panel for observation of the flow, and incorporates

flow straighteners. It leads to the variable nozzle which will be made of a

4 inch thick aluminum plate hinged to the top of the approach section and con-

verging to any desired opening at the lip. The rotation of the variable

nozzle plate about its hinge, which controls the amount of nozzle opening,

is controlled by a hand operated gear and lever mechanism.

The water flow from the channel returns to the reservoir by over-

flowing the downstream end of the channel.

5 Proposed Work

5.4.4.1 As soon as the necessary authorization from the contracting agency

is received, the order for the fabrication of the water channel structural

framewrk, water ducting, and reservoir will be issued to the local machine

shop that submitted the best bid.

5.4.4.2 Work will proceed on the detail design of the variable nozzle
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mechanim and instrmentation of the water channels including a depth gage,

traversing Sear and shadowgraph system. Simultaneously, the available com-

ponents such as the electric motor, starter switch, water pump, etc, will be

readied for installation.

5 As soon as the structure, ducting and reservoir are delivered and

the other component parts received, the water channel and component parts

will be assembled and carefully aligned in preparation for calibration and

initial testing.

L Wind Tunnel Stability Tests of Supersonic Parachutes

SUtilizing the knowledge obtained from the first two phases of investi-

gation, a retardation device was designed for efficient operation in supersonic

flow. Stability studies of this spiked parachute have previously been con-

ducted at Mach numbers of 2.0 and 3.0, as reported in Progress Reports Nos

14 and 15.

SInitially, rigidly mounted models were tested at Mach 2.0. The con-

figurations which appeared stable were then tested so that they were free to

oscillate and roiute ("pendulum" tests), and it was verified that configurations

which were stable when rigidly mounted were also stable when free to oscillate

and rotate (see Progress Report No 14, See 6.2.1 and 6.2.2). Tests at Mach

3.0 revealed that a larger cone angle was needed to obtain configurations

which were stable. The cone half angle was increased from 200 to 340, tests

were repeated, and stable configurations were found at Mach 3.0.

SDuring this reporting period, tests were conducted to determine
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whether the two configurations which were stable at Mach 3.0 were also stable

at lower Mach numbers. These tests were made at Mach numbers of 2.0 and 1.14.

Models, testing procedure, and sequence of events were the same as in previous

studie s.

. It was feared that the addition of suspension lines to a stable

configuration might disturb the flow pattern and cause the configuration to

become unstable. Therefore, a model with suspension lines was built (see

Fig 7-14). The diameter of the suspension lines Js 1% of maximum canopy

diameter. This model was tested at Mach numbers of 1.06, 2.0 and 3.0.

5ý. Results

5.5.5.1 Figures 7-15 and 7-16 are Schlieren photos at Mach 2.0 of the two

configurations which were stable at Mach 3.0. These configurations are

stable, but to a lesser degree than the same configurations with a 200 half-

angle cone at Mach 2.0. It was also found that the two configurations which

were stable at Mach 3.0 were highly stable at Mach 1.14.

5.5.5.2 Figure 7-17 is a Schlieren photo of the spiked parachute with sus-

pension lines at Mach 3.0. It is seen that in this case the suspension

lines do not influence the flow patterns, nor do they affect the stability.

This was also true at Mach numbers of 1.06 and 2.0.

& Proposed Work

5.5.6.1 A flexible model of a stable configuration of the spiked parachute

suitable for testing in a supersonic wind tunnel is presently being fabricated.
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During th. next reporting period, this model will be tested at Mach numbers

of 1.14, 2.0 and 3.0 to determine its stability characteristics.

L A flexible and a rigid model of the supersonicalU, stable spiked

parachute rLth nominal diameters of 12 inches are being fabricated for subsonic

investigation at Mach 0.2. The subsonic stability characteristics will be

determined As normal and tangent forces and moment versus angle of attack.

I&6 Drag Studies of Supersonic Parachute

S During the previous reporting period, several tests were made to

determine the drag coefficient of various configurations of the spiked para-

chute at Mach 3.0, and the results were presented in Progress Report No 15,

Sec 6.7.2. During this reporting period, a more extensive series of drag

tests were made at Mach 3.0, as well as at Mach numbera of 1.06, 1.14 and

2.0. Figure 7-20 in Progress Report No 15 illustrates the method of mounting

the models in the test section for the tests at Mach numbers of 1.06, 2.0,

and 3.0, and Fig 7-18 in this report illustrates the test arrangement for

drag studies at Mach 1.14. The apparatus shown in Progress heport No 15 was

also modified so that the drag of the cone with the canopy pos3itioned behind

it could be measured. An electrical strain gage type drag balance was used

to record drag data.

s.6.2 The two stable configurations of the spiked parachute were tested

at various Mach numbers in these drag studies, as was the model with suspen-

sion lines (See Sec 5.5.4 above). in addition, the drag of the 200 half-

angle cone alone was measured at Mach numbers of 1.06 and 2.0, and the drags
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of the 34 half-angle cons alone and of the canopy alone were measured at

Mach numbers of 1.06, 2.0, and 3.0. Several other configurations, both

stable and unstable, were tested for drag, using both the 200 and 340 half-

angle cones.

' Results

. Figure 7-19 presents the drag coefficient, CD, of the two super-

sonically stable configurations versus Mach number based on canopy surface

arem(see Fig 7-5, Progress Report No 15 for identification of parameters).

The sharp peak in drag at transonic Mach numbers is characteristic of all

drag producing bodies. However, this peak does not show up for all bodies

presented here due to lack of tests over the transonic range. Figure 7-20

shows the drag coefficient of the 200 half-angle cone alone (based on pro-

jected area) and with a canopy positioned behind it at various Mach numbers,

and Fig 7-21 presents the sam information for a 340 half-angle cone.

Figure 7-22 presents the drag coefficient of the canopy alone at various

Mach numbers. Figures 7-23 through 7-25 present the drag coefficient versus

cone location for transonic Mach numbers, Mach 2.0 and Mach 3.0, respectively.

These drag coefficients are based on the canopy surface area. Figure 7-26

presents the drag coefficient of the various configurations versus Mach

number, based on the total surface area in the configuration. It is believed

that the drag coefficient of the complete configuration can be improved

through reduction of the surface area (see Sec 5.6.4).

. AS illustrated in Figs 7-20 and 7-21p the presence of a canopy

behind the cone greatly decreases the drag of the cone; in fact, drag
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neaet~~me" of the e0 half-angle cons at 1ach 2.0 revealed thrust iastead

of drag. It we concluded that the presence of the canopy produces a re-

1etivell high base pressure on the cone. As seen in Figs 7-23 through 7-25,

the drag coefficient of the model with suspersion lines is about 16% higher

at Mach 1,04 and 10% higher at Mach 3.0 than the drag coefficients of the same

model without suspension lines. From Figs 7-23 and 7-24, it is seen that

stable configurations with a 340 half-angle cone have higher drag than the

equivalent configurations with a 200 half-angle cone.

.,1,L Proposed Work

As mentioned in Progress Report No 15, Sec 6.7.3.-, an attempt is

being made to improve the drag efficienq of the spiked parachute by decreas-

ing the surface area of the canopy. Supersonic wind tunnel drag tests of

these revised models will be conducted during the next reporting period.
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F'IG 7-0. iKAIk'Lk 6XPUSURE SiIADGWGAPIh OF i4FTCN PARACHUTE M4CEFL WITH

SUSPJbNSRGN IIWES IN FHE~kSTPJ-.AM VlT M~AC$L 1.0.

FIG 7-..9 DCUELE EXJ-CSURS 3IklUOWGAPl OF RJBBON PARACH1UTE WITHOUT

3IkiFENSICN LINES IN FF~EMESTEAM AT MACH 3.0.



FIG 7-10. WATERi ANALOGY WITH DYE AT M1 - 2.0 OF A STARLE CONFIGURATION

BEHIND A FOREEODY AT L/D - 4.5; Hi/D1 - 0.57) D0/D1 - 0.52,

2/bi = 0.35.
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FIG 7-11. WATERt ANALOGY WITH DYE AT M, 2.0 OF A STABLE rJNFIGURATION

BEHIND A FURU~1fD ^T L/D alB H/D1  0.57, Do/Di o .5;,

I/Dj - 0.35.

FIG 7-12. WATERl ANAlOGY WITEi DYE AT M, 2.0 OF A S"TAFLE rO!WT(;JRATI)N,

H/D1 - 0.57, Do/Dj 0.52, 1/D1 0.35.
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FIG 7-14. SPIKED PARiACLTI-E I(ODI wITH SU~pt;SIO)N IXltkS; 14

h/D 0. 6S I DO/Dj 0. OR90, lI/D1  0.35.

FIG 7-15. S~TABLE CZONFIGUFATION IN PENDULUMH Th.3TS AT M,
0 -34 0, 1 /Di - 0.681, DQ/D i - 0.p9s, 1/1-i -o



FIG '7-1bj. 3Tft'FLZ~ CoVONI)ATION IN PhW4ltA!tfJ TESTS AT M, - .0

* 340f HID1  0.P21, D0 /01  0.890, I/Dj 0 .'15.

FIG 7-17. STAPLz. C(,N'JYIGUHATI0N WITH VSPEhSIQN LTNES AT M,- .0
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Project No 8

L2 Theoretical Afnalysis oL the Dynamqcs of the Opening Parachute

!.1 Introduction

iLIAJ In Progress Report No 12, an analytical method was submitted by

which the filling time of a circular flat parachute could be calculated.

In Progress Report No 14, an analytical method was given for determining the

opening forces when the filling time is known. Both of these analytical

methods were based on the assumptions that the drag area, %SO of an inflat-

ing canopy increases linearly with time, and that the drag coefficient, CDP

remains constant during the inflation process, implying a linear increase

of projected canopy area with time.

. Studies which were made to check the validity of these assumptions

were described in Progress Report No 14. These experiments showed that the

assumption of constant C was nearly correct. However, the experimental

size-force studies showed that the projected area varies more nearly para-

bolically than linearly with time. Therefore, the analytical methods for

calculating filling time and opening forces have been revised using the

assumption of parabolic variation of drag area with time. These new analy-

tical methods, which include improvements in the method of converting launch-

ing velocity to velocitV at the beginning of inflation as reported in Progress

Report No 15, are presented in this report.

(___ In Progress Report No 15, revisions in the experimental test setup

for stuuying the size-force history of the inflating paraclute were reported.
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A new suspeded me& systam we descrbed, and prObleas concerning the maga-

tude of the susuoaded mass were outlined. During this reporting period, a

series of wind tunnel tests were made in order to study the relationship

between suspended mass and opening fores. These studies are reported in

See 6.4.

SAnother series of wind tunnel experiments were conducted to measure

the pressure distribution over the outer surface of the inflating parachute

cazaow. The models representing various stages of the inflating parachute

were described in Progress Report No 15, Sec 7.4.1. The data from these

experiments is currently benag reduced, and results will be reported in the

next progress report.

6..2 Analytical Investigation of Parachute Inflation Time

2 Introduction

J.2. 1.1 When a parachute is deployed downstream of a body, it is in a

deflated elongated shape, and the not gain of the air flowing in and out of

the parachute alters the shape of the canopy until a final shape of inflation

is reached. During this process of inflation a retarding force acts upon the

load connected to the parachute, and the magnitude of this force is a function

of the duration of the inflation, uealS" called opening time. Therefore,

the determination of the opening time is a very important matter.

§ Approximations have been made of the filling tim from movies, but

these are dependent on definite restrictive conditions such as canopy loading,
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equilibrium velocity, etc (Ref 1, p 4-2-3). These methods are in general

unsatisfacto7.

6.&.1. Analytical methods for determining the filling time of a parachute

have been attempted in which simplified shapes were assumed for the inflating

canopy to reduce the complexity of the problem (Ref 2). However, these methods

are still too complicated for practical use. The purpose of this study is to

attempt a solution for the filling time under assumptiona concerning the

inflating canopy shape which are still restrictive, yet lead to a simpler treat-

ment of the problem.

6.2,10, Because of the complex physical process involved, and in spite of

simplifying assumptions, the analytical expression obtained for filling time

is a complicated integral equation which cannot be integrated directly. how-

ever, it is possible to perform a numerical integration for any particular

canse

2 List of Symbols

a - Speed of sound (ft/sec)

3A M Dimensionless constant - 10 W//g 9 b0
E " Constant - 3( (CD5 4 t¢ / 0.e (Sec/fk)

c - Effective porosity u/v

C - Drag coefficient of parachute

CDS - Drag area of inflating parachute canopy (ft 2 )

d - Diameter of canopy mouth

D W Projected diameter of canopy during inflation (ft)
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D a Nominal diameter of parachute canopy (ft)

0

9 - Aeceleration due to Brth's gravity (ft/sec2 )

KI' Apparent mass coefficient

Lg - Length of suspension lines (ft)

- Included mass (slugs)

- Apparent Mae (slugs)

N - Xhch number

p - Atmoepheric pressure (lb/ft 2 )

pt - Total pressure (lb/ft 2 )

P - The instantaneous opening faoes (lb.)

S - Projected area of canopy during inflation (ft 2 )

t - Filling time (see)

T - t/tfratio or instantaneous time to filling time

u - Velocity of flow through canopy roof (ft/sec)

v =- Velocity during inflation (ft/8ee)

vin - Velocity of flow through canopy mouth (ft/sec)

vo - Velocity at the beginning of inflation (ft/sec)

V - Canopy volume during Infation (ft 3 )

W - Weight of suspended load (lb.)

jp - Air density (slugs/ft,3 )

cr - Standard Atmosphere density ratio

- Rtio of the length of suspension lines, Le, to

nominal diameter of the canopy, Do.

SDetermination of Basic Working Equation for Filling Time

6.2.3. Associated with a parachute moving through air is a drag force
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based on the shape of the oanopy. This drag force Is usually expressed In a

form similar to other aerodynamic forces, and is the product of the dymn•ic

pressure of the fluid (J pjv2) and the so-called "drag area* of the parachute

(CDS).

6.23 The primary assumption to be made in this investJ•gation is that the

drag area of the inflating canopy increases parabolically with time and that

the total filling time is also a consequence of this relationship. Also, it

wil• be assumed that the drag coefficient, CD, remains constant for the

various shapes that the canopy aseumes during the inflation process. Both

the above assumptions have been verified experimentally and found reasonably

accurate.

6.2.3. With the assumption that the drag area increases parabolicall•y with

time while the drag coeff•cient remains constant, a parabolic increase of

projected area with time is obtained. Thus, the projected area S can be ex-

pressed as

-Kt (e.0)

The proportionality constant K is found from the condition

Du D% when tatf I
which gives

K 2 . . (8.2)

4ta

Considering only circu3ar flat parachutes with nominal diameters, Do, and

considering the fully inflated canopy to 1. hemispherical (Fig 8-0i0 Dmax
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WOm be expressed ty

With this reldtioonshtp, equation (8.2) becomes

KM (8.4)

Substituting this expression for K into equation (8.1) gives

SM 2' ,a (8.5)

or

~ (8.6)

where

tf

62j1 Thu parachute shape during inflation is assoud to consist of a

hemisphere of diameter D and a truncated cone with lower base of diameter D

and upper base of diameter d, as shown in Fig 8-2 (Ref 7). This assumption

is not exactly correct, since the conical and spherical surfaces should actu-

ally Join tangentially, which would make the spherical portion slightly more

.ban a hemisphere, This slight difference in neglected. Then, by7 similarity,

d = (8-)
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Substituting the value of D froa equation (9.6) in equation (8.7) gives the

value of the instantaneous mouth diameter d as

d=it [a .~ L D.- (8.8)d= Ls + Do - D,,-r"

6-2-3-S Parachute canopies are normally constructed of porous fabrics which

allow a certain portion of the air inflow to permeate the canopy roof. It is

the difference between the mass flow entering the canopy mouth and the mass

flow through the canopy roof that causes the canopy to inflate. Thi3 may be

expressed mAthenatically as

4 a u~puin (?V)

Since the inflation of the parachute requires little time, changes in

altitude are negligible, and it can be assumed that the air density remains

constant.

. 6 It is necessary to express the inflow and outflow velocities, Yin

and u, as functions of the velocity of the qystes, v. At the beginning of the

infltion process, the inflow velocity is nearly equal in magnitude to the

free stream velocity, whereas after complete inflation a stagnation point is

formed and the inflow velocity is negligible. As an approximations it is

assumed that the Inflow velocity decreases linearly with time, which gives

- T.(e.o)
V
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..Thefow velocity through the canopy roof Is then assumed to be proportional

t* ýth* ixlow velocity. This gives

S• tA CV,,(0.11)

where c Us the "effective porosity" of the fabric, defined as the ratio of the

outflow velocity to the inflow velocity of the flow through a porous fabric

(Ref 5). Thus, for equation (8.11) to hold, the flow velocity just inside the

canopy roof must be equl to the inflow velocity through the mouth.

ý62.3,7 Now by substituting equations (8.6), (8.8), (8.10) and (8.11) into

equation(8.9) and dividing by one obtains

" .,,,(-, =-t,-) ) 2.CJ(8.12)

By making the sibstitution

" dt =t, dT

equation (8.12) becomes

dV D. Vt (I- T)T' aLs

Equation (8.13) represents the baoic working equation for finding the filling

time, tf. By expressing v as a function of T and integrating the right side

from T = 0 to T 1, and the left side from V 0 to V VM&X, a solution for

the filling time can be obtained.
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. The Infinite Mass Case

There are two !mportant cakes to be considered when investigating

the velocity of the system. during inflation of the parachute. The first is

called the "infinite mass" case, where the velocity of the qystem does not

change appreciably during inflation and can therefore be considered constant

(Ref I).

To solve for the filling time in the infinite mass care, equation

(8.13) can be directly integrated with v constant and equal to vo, the

velocity at the beginning of inflation. Putting equation (8.13) in integral

form, one obtains

VGftf T Z ( I-T 2L+.5  -Z dT dV . (8.14)

Integrating Equation (8.14) gives

max '.3 ?L D eLS+ - Cý4 %n -L3,+Do +

PL_(4L%+ - 2Ls(ILI=÷Lc R) _ S.-1

But V can be expressed asmax

VrnaK x (8.16)
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8absttutit oquation (8.16) in equation (S. 5), the vulue of tf can be

obtained as

. 8 (�=•SLw.1)ý ' L a - -LI! Li(zL*+r•D 2WL +

p. L_,,(4,.L,,+.ZL_*:••,, +9 _ _.•_] . (8-.7)

Equation (8.17) gives a relation for finding the filling time for the infinite

mass case. If the length of the suspension lines L. is taken equal to the

nominal diameter of the canopy Dos the value of the filling time tf for the

infinite mass case can be simplified to

__ __o _ __(8.18)

2 The Finite Nass Case

6.2..-1 The second case to be considered is the "finite mass" case, in

which the velocity of. the system does change appreciably during the inflat-

ion process. This case is much more complicated than the infinite mass case,

and Newton's Second Law of Motion must be used in the investigation. Newton's

Second Law iiates that an unbalanced force which acts on a body produces a

rate of change in the momentum of the body equal to the unbalanced force.

It can be written as
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*lm)=F (8.19)

dt

In the case of an inflating paraclute, the force F is the aerodynamic drag

force, F - ( /2)CDSv 2 , and the mass term zn includes the mass of the suspended

load W/g, the mace of the air trapped in the canopy, called included mass

mi, and a term called "apparent" mass ma, which results from the transfer of

energy to the surrounding air of a body moving through the air. The mass of

the parachute canopy and suspension lines is neglected. It is necessary to

investigate both the included and apparent mAsses before attempting to deter-

mine the velocity during inflation.

. & 5.2 As mentioned before, the included mass is the mass of the air

trapped within the parachute canopy and can be expressed as mi - ¶ V. An

expression for the canopy volume is then necessary. The volume of the

canopy is (See Fig 8-2)

V 'Vhe rni3phere + V- rus trru (8.20)

Substituting equations (8.6) and (8.8) into equation (8.20) gives

lVakaL4.DT-T \DIT T1Tj+3 7r- +D--
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Then the included moo a, can be expressed as

3LtT (8 T 4~.22)

6.2.11 To illustrate the uignificance of the included mass, Table 8-1 was

prepared. This table gives the included mass of various inflated parachutes

at sea level density assuming that the length of the suspension lines Ls

is equal to the nominal diameter, Do, of the canopy. It shows that for

retardation parachutes, the included mass may be an important item and in

each particular situation the effect of the included mass should be investi-

gated in order to determine its significance. Since this study is concerned

mainly with the general retardation problem, the included mass term will be

considered in t.he analysis.

Do (ft) a, (slugs) Mi (lb)

20 1.283 41.4

28 3.540 114.0

40 10.270 330.5

60 34.700 1119.0

TABLE 8-1. INCLUDED MASS OF FULLY INFIATED PARA&CHUTES
OF VAhIOUS DIAMTERS

6..54 During the inflation of a parachute canopy, the flow pattern and

kinetic energy of the air surrounding the canopy undergo extreme changes due

to the unsteadiness of motion and the changing shape of the canopy. This
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change of energ results in a force and in relted to an increase in mass

called the "apparent" mass (Ref 3). For reguear solid bodies, such as spheres,

in potential flow the apparent mass can be developed exactly. It is possible

to express the apparent mass of solid bodies of revolution as

me m K'rR" (8.23)

where R is the radius of the body and K' is a constant determined tV the shape

of the body. For a solid sphere, K' - 0.666 and for a solid flat disc, K'

- 0.849 (Ref 4).

6..5.- Heinrich (Ref 5) attempted experimentally to determine the apparent

mass of fully inflated parachutes of various types made out of porous cloth,

and found that a value of K' = 0.25 gave a close approximition. Since theo-

retical approaches to the problem of apparent miss consider only solid bodies,

it appears that the most applicable assumption for the apparent mass of an

inflating parachute should be based on this experimntal work done with

porous fabrics. Therefore, it will be assumed that the apparent mass of the

fully inflated parachute has a coefficient of K' = 0.25, the value provided

in Ref 5. This coefficient apparently changes in value during the inflation

process, because if the assumption were made that it remained constant, the

canopy would have an apparent mass equal to that of a fully inflated parachute

with a projected diameter equal to the projected diameter of the inflating

canopy. The inflating canopy is more streamlined in shape than an inflated

canopy of the same nominal diameter, and therefore its apparent mass will be

less. Under these considerations, the approximation is made that the apparent
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mes oefficient varies linearly with time during inflation, reaching a

zimm value of 0.25 at full inflation. This is apparently the upper

limit an shall be expressed as

K'- O.aS T. (8.24)

The apparent mas from equation (8.2-) can then be expressed as

TN,= 0o.S w R'p T. (8.25)

With R - D/2 - DO/dTT, equation (8.25) can be written as

"M4= 4 a T*. (8.26)

Equation (8.26) gives the value of the apparent mass; from the equation it

can be seen that it is not small and hence cannot be neglected.

6.2.5. The total mass, m, which was defined as the sum of the suspended

load W/g1 the included mass zi and the apparent mass % can now be expressed

as

9 m 1 + (8.27)

bubstituting the valums of mi and m from equations (8.22) and (8.26),

respectively, gives

m-•-+ po. a-t, Sdc +.-T "
+ ~ - iDr4 +(L Jrl_8 (8.28)
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In view of the coming integration it is necessary to simplify the above

expression. The expression

-- -- -- 9 _:r
W l[* '~L1~D-D JJ 0 1) Y ~•V -4 (..9

can be simplified by letting

O< : -- •(8.30)

Then the expression (8.29) can be written as

6.2.5.7 In general, the value of oK for conventional parachutws is between

0.75 and 1. The numerical values of the expression (8.29) were found for both

. - 0.75 and Q- 1.0 for values of T between 0 and 1 in 0.1 intervals. These

values are tabulated in Tables 8-2 and 8-3, and plotted in Fig 8-3. It is

evident from the figure and tables that the values of Kc in the interval 0.75

to 1 does not hAve any significant effect on the value of the expression

(8.29) in the region of interest 0< T < 1.0. From Fig 8-3 it can be seen

that this expression can be approximited closely by the parabola T2 /10.

6.2.5.8 Using this simplification of the last paragraph, the total mass

can be expressed as

S= - + P D.3T (8.32)
So10
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&Sub & equatinm (C.3a) In Newton's Law eat.ion (8.19)] gives

-AR -~t4 ) (8-33)
to ~ a V(CIO )

But by the uIndamenta1 assumptioU that drag area varies parabolcall.y with

time the i•ntantAnAous dra area %S can be OillOseed as

COSM(CoS) Ta. (8.34)

3ubstituting equation (8.34) and simpliflirig equation (8.33) gives

(A s-oT ) +4, (Ar' ) BTrva (e.35)

where

A= ow (8.36)

1 K
B 4 t (8.37)

or

I dv IT I eT1r (8.38)7 T + (A.-TI) -V :- A- .T

Defining I/v as x, one gets

dx XT STI (8.39)
JT -- A,,T&X. A-T&.

Equation (8.39) is an ordinary linear differential equation and can be

solved to give

x=L B )(ITAH T - jý -T-+C.(A*T-) (8240)
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where C is a constant of integration, or

I 15(A- T') TW ,T -: TA• vl• -- 1) -C(A*•Ta). (.

The constant is evaluated by using the condition that Y vYo hen T - 0,

and finally the value of instantaneous velocity can be expressed an

W AW Tj 4A

6.2-52 Substituting into the basic working equation (8.1i) the value of

v given br equation (8.42) and writing the resultant equation in integral

form, the followitg expression is obtained, from vhich the filling time for

the finite mass case can be determined:

I"t I 101T 1 ZLv.T. r- zL
dV Ir -A . * - A% r' dT (8.43)

D% -A *TI T j+ A,.T

The right hand expression cannot be integrated directly without making

serious assumptions and simplifications. Therefore, to determine the fill-

ing time accurately, a numerical integration of the expression is n~ecessary.

This is further complicated by the fact that the integrand contains tf9

which necessitates the use of a trial and error solution.

AL ]Numerical Solution
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Sine. it is not possible to integrate equation (6.43), the follow-

ing numerical method can be used to determIne the fillig tine for any given

(1) Calculate the volume of the fully inflated parachute Vxax by

assming it to be a hemisphere

(2) Calculate the corresponding value of a, the effective porosity,

as outlined in ProSress Report he 14, Sec 7.2.1.

(3) Calculate the velocity at the beginning of inflation vo as

outlined in Progress Report No 15, See 7.2.

(4) Assume a value of the filling tim tf which appears to be

in the right order and calculate the value of the integrand

Bv~ A4-T t0. T A 44)

for T varying from 0 to 1 in intervals of 0. 1. These calcula-

tions can be mde conveniently on a calculation sheet as showm

in Fig 8-4.

(5) Plot the value of the integrand obtained under (4) above

versus T, and masure the area under the curve with the help

of a planimeter. This irea represents the numerical value of
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the right hand side of equation (6.43). It this value is

equal or approximately equal to the volume Of the parachute

canopy calculated under (1) above, the assumed filling time

represents a satisfactory approximation of the filling time.

(6) If the process under (5) does not show satisfactory agreement,

take several values of tf and repeat operations (4) and (5),

(7) Compare again and if no satisfaction is reached, plot a curve

showing the measured areas obtained in the preceding operations

versus the assumed vAlues of the filli•g time, and from this

find the particular value of tf for which the value of the

curve equals the volume of the canopy. This value gives the

calculated value of filling time.

S•Analytical Investigation of Parachute Opening Force

4 The force experienced tV a parachute canopy during the inflation

process can be found tr Newton's Law

p= W dv (845)9 dt

The value of dv/dt can be found from equation (8.39)

dv I dV I ZTv+ 5rV 2

S: t~dT - • A +T•

or

d ý_ TVr(?_+BT-r (8.46)tTTA+T-'/

where the value of v is given by equation (8.42).
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Subtutitutin the value of dv/dt from equation (8.46) into equation (8.45),

the force experienced by the inflating canop can be expressed as

SIt is not possible to find the maxdimua. opening force, the opening

shock, directly from equation (8.47) above. Therefore, using the value of

tf found by the analytical method in Sec 6.2 above, the value of P given

above is calculated for T ranging from 0 to 1 in intervals of 0.01. These

calculations can be made on a calculation sheet such as the one shown in

Fig 8-5. The values of P are then plotted versus T, and a smooth curve

drawn through the points. From this curve, the value of the opening shock

can be found as desired.

3 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results

k2L.3. In order to check the accuracy of the analytical method for cal-

cu'lation of opening forces and filling times, results are compired with the

experimental data presented in Ref 8. To cover the range of experimental

data given in this reference, five launching velocities were chosen, namely,

VL = 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 knots. Three different altitudes of 7,000,

14,000, and 2D,000 ft were chosen as in the reference. These launching

velocities were converted to velocities at the beginning of inflation and

presented in Fig 8-3, Progress Report No 15. Since it is more accurate to

compdre opez.ing forces, calculations will be made based on the theory del-

cribed above for a 28 ft circular flat parachute at the above values of

launching velocity and altitude.
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A Prelimimary calculdtions of opening forces have been made for an

altitude of 20p000 ft, and Fig 8-6 compares experimental and theoretical

values for that altitude. It is seen that the calculated values are lower

than the experimental results, but are of the right magnitude. It is noted

that the discrepancy does not vary with the launching velocity. These results

are tentative and subject to revision. No judgment of the theory should be

made until opening forces for altitudes of 7,000 and 14,000 ft are compared

with experimental results.

Size-Force history of Inflating Parachutes in a Wind Tunnel

l During this reporting period, a series of tests were made to

determine the proper magnitude of suspended mass which should be used to

represent the finite mass case of parachute opening. The revised suspended

mass system, shown in Fig 8-7, was described in detail in Progress Report

No 15, Sec 7.3.3. The range of weights, We, of the suspended mass, includ-

ing the weight cart, was from 2.00 to 5.25 lbs. These weights were used in

conjunction with two circulAr flAt parachutes with nominal diameters of 16

inches and 4 ft.

2 Figures 8-8 and 8-9 present typical force-time histories for the

two parachutes using various values of suspended mass, Wa. During the test

runs, high-speed movies were taken from such a position that the behavior

of the suspension lines and canopy could be observed. Close examination of

these films showed the parachutes to behave normally. The range of values

of W did affect the opening time to a slight extent.
s
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the ..... tuat question Is whether the finite or the infinite mass

can of parachute opening is actual1y being represented. If the suspended

mass is too great, the infinite mass case may be represented, and the value

of We would have to be decreased in order to obtain the finite mass case as

desired. Let us use Fmax to denote the maximum opening force (opening shock)

between parachute and suspended mass, and F to denote the force obtainedC

with constant velocity on the fully inflated parachute (steady state,

infinite mass case), defined as

Ft=)-S.1 (8.48)

where (CDS)MA - maximum drag area of the canopy

qf - free stream dynamic pressure.

For the infinite mass case, Fa > F . However, for the finite mass case,
m

the opening shock is

Fm lb$)mAK9 4 X FC (8.49)

where the amplification factor, X < 1. Then F 'r F

Max C

L At the dynamic pressure used in the tests of the 4 ft circular flat

parachute, and usirg the appropriate (CDS)mx, the force Fc is approximately

65 to 75 lbs. Therefore, the finite mass case is represented for the range

of values of W in question.
s

6*,4&5 At the dynamic pressuie used in t1.e tests of the 16 inch circulAr

flit parachute, and using the appropriate (CDS)max, the force Fc is between

2 and 3 lbs. From Fig 8-9 we see that a suspended mass of 2.0 lbs represents a
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borderline betwean the infinite and finite mass cases, where the opening

shock is nearly equal to the "steady state" force, F0 .

SSince the parachute travel distance in the test section of the wind

tunnel is limited, it has been decided to use a 3 ft nominal diameter cir-

cular flat parachute together with a suitable value of W. in future studies

in order to insure tiat the parachute is completely open at the end of the

run.

§.5 Proposed Work

L.5. Based on the analytical methods given in Sec 6.2 and 6.3 above,

calculations will be made for opening time and opening forces of a 28 ft

circular flat parachute at altitudes of 7,000, 14,000, and 20,000 ft and

launching velocities of 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 knots. These results

will be compared with experimental r-sults from Ref 8.

6.5.2 The deviation between experimental and theoretical results will

be studied, and efforts will be made to further improve the theory so that

results can be brought into closer agreement.

6.5.3 A series of size-force studies will be made in the subsonic wind

tunnel using a 3 ft circular flat parachute wit-h a suitable value of sus-

pended mass to represent the finite mass case. high-speed movies of the

opening canopy will be made while a simultaneous force-time history is being

recorded.

5 The pressure distribution over the outer surface of modelsarepre-
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soubift intermedlate shapes of the inflating parachute canopy will be deter-

mined. As mentioned in See 6.1.4 above, these exeriamnte have been made,

and data is currently being reduced. This will be completed and the results

presented in the next prqoress report.

s A series of seven models of various shapes of the inflating para-

chute similar to the ones made for the external pressure distribution

(described in Progress Report No 15t Sec 7.4.1) are being made. These models

will be used to measure the pressure distribution over the internal surfaces

of the inflating parachute canopy,
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(D() 6.2M000 ,5.75595 5.27379 4..0352 4.34515 3.89,68 3.46410 3.0,141 2.63062 2.23172 I.8,,,7.

2.SO0 = 2.3"916 2.29".9 2.19170 2.08k41 1.97451 1.86121 1.74396 1.62192 1.49390 1.35820

TAT 0 U.0,3183 -. 06366 0.095*.9 0.12732 0.15916 0.19099 0.22282 0.25465 0.2868 u.)1831

ma u . 0w0 0.1.5335 0.1.1408 0.37425 0.33123 0.2e540 u.23634. 0.118371 0.12693 11.06573 0
0.49000 0.0.518  0.4780 0.04974 0.45815 0.4 0.4j 027•3 .0.65 0.38158 0.35221 0.31eo1

0 0.00103 0.00406 0.0089? 0.01627 0.0235 0 0.0 1420.0427 0.05182 0.06054 0.067,5
T4 0 0.00010 0.00160 0.00610 0.02560C 0.06250 029 0.24010 0490 0'l .

O 7/4? 0, 0 0.000014 0.00021 0.00065 0.001 1 0.00326 0.00600 0.01038 0.uIG62 (C.U2533
0 0.00103 10.00410 10.001 0.0162 0.0925wj2.3SL6~~ A~

TABLE 8-2. NUMERICAL VALUES OF (+ -. IHT)L 4
FOR a -0.73

o 0 0.1 .. 2 0.3 0.. 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 1.0

(D 2  0 0.01 0.06 0.9 0..6 0.20 0.16 10.49 0.64 0.01 1.u

2"2/3vr 0 0.v0212 0.00649 0.01910 0.03395 0.05305 0.07639 0.1039" 0.13581 0.1718,y .21221

"z)i l. mP 0.0674W o.200 0.09110 0.10162 0.1 t380 0.12,00 0.o'A.26 0.16438 o.1782 0.21596 f0.250X

(D) - ( 1- 0.17592 0o.16o0 0.o1589 o.14838 0.13620 0.1220 0. 0o574 0.08562 0.06218 0.04404
Ci) (2.,K--T) 2  9.0000 S6.,1000 7.84000 7.29=00 6.76o00 6.25000 5.76000 5.29000 4.84000 4.41000 I.(XX)O
S 4T2/ 2 0 ý.w.V405 0.01621 0.03648 0.06485 (,.10132 0.14590 v.19859 0.25938 0.32829 0.40529

* 9.00000 8.40595 7.82379 7.25352 6.69515 6.1486. 5.61410 5.0914i1 4.58,'6 4 .0,172 3.59471

y"u 3.00000 2.8"930 2.79710 2.69324 2.58750 2.4.7966 2.36941 .2.25642 2.14024 2.02033 1.P9597

0 T/,. 0 0.03183 0.06366 0.09549 0.12732 0.15916 U0.19099 0.22262 0.25465 0.28648 u.• .P3I

4 )0 (0 ) 0.52776 0.48706 0.444M6 0.39962 0.35242 0.30252 0.25054 0.19319 0.1330 .0.U6677 0

+ 0.52776 10.51891 0.5012 0.49511 0.47974 0.4.6168 0. 4A.753 0.41601 v.38773 0.35525 03.71-

£ 0 0 0.0010 0.00431 0.00946 0.01629 0.024.49 0.03373 0.04326 o.t5266 0.06106 0. 06755

T 0 0.00010 0.00160 0.00610 0.0250 0.06250 0.12960 0.24010 0.40960 ý..65610 1.0

T/4wl 0 0 0.L00001 0.00021 0.00065 0.00158 0.00328 0.0060d 0.(JI038_ w.01662
- Q÷ o. 0 0.00110 0. 00435 0.00967 0.0694 0.02607 0.03701 0.04934 10.06304 0.077(M .092M

TABLE 8-3. NUMERICAL VALUES OF
RTT IT 4Tr"L

FOR c. a, 1.0



FIG8-I. SHAPE OF FULLY INFLATED CANOPY

FIG8-?-, PARACHUTE SHAPE DURING INFLATION
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Project No 9

A fSatiatical Atylvta of Etraction Time6 Dlayment Time

QOIAnW Time. and Drae Coefficient for Aerial Deliver,

Parachutes and. Sftma

Z7- The draft of the final technical report of this project has been

completed9 and is currently being reviewed.
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Project No 10

ad udv of Basic Princijles of New Parachutes and Retardation

gal Introduction

8.1.1 The objective of this study is to determine the effect of the pre-

sence of a blunt primary body ahead of the vortex ring parachute on its drag

characteristics and rotational velocity.

"l The geometrical characteristics of the vortex ring parachute, a

description of the apparatus used to measure drag of the model, and the drag

and rotational characteristics of the model alone as a function of free

stream velocity were presented in Progress Report No 12. The drag coeffi-

cient, CD, as a function of free stream velocity and Reynolds number over an

extended range was presented in Figs 10-2 and 10-3 of Progress Report No 13.

g.1. The blunt body in these tests is a simultated A-22 Cargo Container

with prototype dimen dons 60 x 52 x 43 inches. A 32 ft nominal diameter

vortex ring cargo parachute was taken as a reference prototype parachute.

Because the vortex ring parachute model has a nominal diameter of 1.48 ft,

the simulated container has the dimensions 2.78 x 2.41 x 2.00 inches, with

a frontal area of 4.82 square inches. The distance from the confluence point

of the parachute model suspension lines to the simulated container is equi-

valent to a 10 ft riser on the prototype.

8.2 Experiments
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To naawre the dreg of the parachute with blunt body, the simulated

A-22 container was mounted in the toot section as shown in Fig 10-1, with

the drag line for the parachute running freely through the center of the con-

tainer to the strain gage drag pickup described in Progress Report No 12,

Set 9.2.2 and Figs 10-1 and 10-4.

Lj The drag and rotational characteristics of the model were measured

at free stream velocities between 70 and 221 ft/sec, corresponding to a

zMge of dynamic pressureS from 1 to 10 inches of water, at intervals of 1 inch

water. The tests were conducted as follows:

1) The dynamic pressure settings were accurately controlled

using a micromanometer reading to 0.001 inch water head.

2) Drag measurements were recorded over a period of 5 sec at

each increment of dynamic pressure through the use of a

Century Recording Oscillograph, thereby allowing an average

value to be determined.

3) At each increment of dynamic pressure, the rotation of the

model was recorded using a high speed movie camera and the

method described in Progress Report No 15, Sec 9.3.4.

4) When a dynamic pressure of 10 inches of water was reached,

the cycle was repeated. A total of three cycles completed

the test.

. •Results

3 It is found that the drag coefficient for the parachute with the

blunt body in front varies from CD - 1.15 at 50 ft/sec to 1.32 at 220 ft/sec,
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as shown in Fig 10-2. This is compared with the results for the parachute

alone (Progress heport No 13), where % • 1.25 at 50 ft/sec and CD I 1.46 at

220 ft/sec. Therefore, it is seen that the blunt body decreases the drag

coefficient by approximately 8 to 10% as shown in Fig 10-3.

8.3.2 As shown in Fig 10-4, the rotational velocity varies linearly from

19 rev/sec At 70 ft/sec to 58 rev/sec at 220 ft/sec. The gore tip velocity

is also shown in this figure; both rotational and tip velocities are compared

with the results for the parachute alone1 where the rotational velocity varied

linearly from 20 rev/sec at 70 ft/sec to 62 rev/sec at 220 ft/sec.

8.3.3 As a check of the testing method and apparatus a Riibon parachute

model with 20% geometrical porosity and 50-in prototype diameter was tested

both in free stream and with the simulated A-22 cargo container using a 10 ft

riser, As shoun in Fig 10-2, th(. free stream drag coefficient was CD - 0.58.

This compares well with previous experimental results. When tested with the

blunt body, the drag coefficient varied from CD - 0.55 at 120 ft/sec to CD =

0.432 at 170 ft/sec (Fig 10-2), which represents a decrease of the drag co-

efficient varying from 5 to 25% as shown in Fig 10-3. The Ribbon parachute

model displayed some squidding action at the higher velocities, which explains

the drop in drag coefficient.

LA• Proposed Work

1 An attempt will be made to improve the drag characteristics of the

vortex ring parachute through the use of a model of this parachute which has

adjustable lines, tuned to optimum efficiency, rather than the model with

fixed lines which has been previously tested.
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This vortx riqj paraihute model tumed to optima efficiency will

also be tested in search of a stwAnin vortex ring (See Progress Report No 15,

sec 9.3).
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